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Concrete frame refurbishment of a building constructed in the 1960s to create large open spaces for a high quality office building in one of the most prestigious districts in Paris the project involved preservation of the existing façades of the building which imposed a constraint on the method of building, the smart system automates all weather construction processes at high rise steel frame buildings now Shimizu is applying this technology in reinforced concrete structures too high grade prefabricated elements produced at an on site plant are transported using separate systems for vertical and horizontal movement to ensure maximum transport, ultra high strength concrete with specified strength fc150n mm2 and ultra high strength steel material with tensile strength of 780n mm2 Sato et al 2009 Morita et al 2009 in this paper we describe structural design that applies ultra high strength CFT columns to an ultra high rise building, method statement for the construction of the new Bexhill ready mix concrete trucks PC floor units structural steel etc all of detailed method statements will be required for these operations and of course we will share that information with all relevant parties in a collaborative way the construction traffic will be at its busiest, construction technology for high rise buildings in Hong Kong a dissertation submitted by construction technology for high rise buildings in Hong Kong this project seeks to investigate and summarize the construction technology and construction method in Hong Kong high rise building it also discusses the difficulties during construction, construction of steel frame structure foundation steel framed structure construction begins with the construction of its foundation generally the types of foundation required for the given structure is based on the soil bearing capacity soil investigation including surface and subsurface exploration is used to assess the condition of soil, 2 WSN for monitoring of column shortening in high rise buildings the wireless sensor network system for field monitoring of vertical shortenings of columns and walls in a high rise building is presented in figure 2 the system comprises a WSN installed within the building as well as a server that stores and manages in real time the transmitted data, construction low rise commercial institutional and industrial buildings the size of buildings in the commercial institutional and industrial market segment ranges from a few hundred to as much as 45,000 square metres 500,000 square feet all of these buildings have public access and exit requirements although their populations may differ considerably in density, risk assessment and method statement for installation of boardwalk in Dublin city center risk assessment and method statement for installation of boardwalk in Dublin city center 24 conclusion this assignment increased the general knowledge about the process of preparation health and safety risk assessment and method statement for the, if you are new to the civil construction industry you may hear people talking about
or asking you for a construction safety plan traffic management plans risk assessments job safety analysis jsa and work method statements wms in the following section we will be walking you through what this construction safety jargon is all about, the invention discloses a method of constructing the connection point of high hinge steel frame beam and relative connection method wherein connecting angle steel 3 and 4 individually on the frame post 2 and frame beam 1 via welding and the frame beam 1 is connected to the angle steel 3 and 4 via mounting bolt 5, keywords time history analysis high rise steel building bracing pattern 1 introduction seismic analysis is a subset of structural analysis and is the calculation of the response of a structure to earthquakes nowadays high rise steel frame building is well establishing in metro cities for, for timber and steel form respectively steel formwork systems are prevailing in high rise building construction because of their durability good concrete finish and environmental sustainability however they are expensive unless the formwork system is designed to yield a high number of re use, quite a number of super high rise buildings have been built in the recent years in hong kong majority of these buildings are in the form of composite structure that is they are built using reinforced concrete as the core and structural steel as the outer embracing frame, steel supply prices at the end of 2003 were about £250 per tonne in the past six months they have risen to £375 per tonne and by the end of 2004 the cost of reinforcement steel is predicted to rise to £450 per tonne if current cost increases maintain their upward trend cost increases are due to the high demand for scrap steel, whilst concerns for health and safety are as important in the fabrication works and steel mill as they are on site d high rise buildings offices etc over 15 storeys e large span portals over 30m method statement development, when plaza construction first introduced the concept of core first in managing the construction of a major office building the procedure of pouring concrete prior to erecting a steel frame had core first construction technique cuts costs saves time on nyc high rise project building design construction, this project execution plan details how a high rise building is constructed and how the construction progress quality safety and environmental issues are monitored and controlled can be used, load bearing masonry is the traditional method of building low rise buildings without a structural frame masonry in medium and high rise construction is normally built as a non load bearing wall supported by the structural frame at floor levels windows and doors are fitted to holes left as the masonry walls are built, this ppt is all about the high rise structural systems and the methods of construction hope it will help you to get some information and knowledge as that would shatter at suchheight materials used for high rise buildings concrete steel glass cladding material high aluminacement used for roofs amp floors lifted panel systems are, the materials used for the structural system of high rise buildings are reinforced concrete and steel most american style skyscrapers have a steel frame while residential tower blocks are usually constructed out of concrete high rise structures have certain features, modern methods of construction mmc the concrete industry embraces innovation and modern methods of construction mmc by offering concrete solutions which can be used to reduce construction time and promote sustainable development as well as offering cost savings precast flat panel system, specifications for erection of structural steel 1 0 description a schedule and detailed plan clearly illustrating the method and sequence by which the contractor proposes to unload and erect the structural steel girders the girder erection procedure shall 4 2 high strength bolts nuts and washers, 68 hiroyuki tagawa et al international journal of high rise buildings kg m3 of the slab is increased appropriately to include the weights of nonstructural components safe guard system to protect shaking table and stair landings attached to the specimen table 2 lists the material properties of steel beam and, where steel frame structures are used steel construction is most often used in high rise buildings because of its strength low weight and speed of construction which are then shipped to the site and simply bolted in place this is the preferred method of steel construction as the bulk of the fabrication can be done in workshops with, overview and application of steel materials for high rise buildings of the 550 n mm2 class as a high tensile steel mate rial excellent in the balance of economy earthquake resistance and weldability4 hbl385 was approved by the minister of land infrastructure and transport in 2002 earlier than any other equivalent in the industry, structural design of high rise
buildings abstract high rise buildings are exposed to both static and dynamic loads depending on the method used and how the structure is modelled in finite element software the results can vary and masonry to using steel frames with lighter masonry walls earlier buildings, section 5 alternative windows ltd method statement and quality plan for survey and installation of survey method statement 1 important points structural work 2 matching appearance specifying new frame high rise or a particularly exposed area a request should be made, a high rise building is a tall building as opposed to a low rise building and is defined by its height differently in various jurisdictions it is used as a residential office building or other functions including hotel retail or with multiple purposes combined residential high rise buildings are also known as tower blocks and may be referred to as mdus standing for multi dwelling unit, erection method statement rev01 page 8 the individual job conditions the sequence method of erection shall be studied and planned so that execution can be carried out in a safe economical and efficient manner there are certain erection practices which are in general use and have proven sound over the years, disclosed is a construction method of the support frame steel concrete girder structure transfer floor for the high rise buildings which relates to the high rise building structural transferring technology reinforced plates are welded on a profiled steel girder column flange plate and a profiled steel column flange plate a profiled steel column stirrup is machined to an open stirrup which, planning for construction to achieve the clients aspirations on cost programme and quality planning for construction should start at the very beginning of the design process such planning should consider the construction sequence the design factors that affect buildability and site practice in terms of typical erection plant, reinforced concrete frame construction 3 of the key features required for desirable seismic behavior of building structures it can be defined as the ability of a material to stretch deform significantly before failure, download citation on researchgate performance based plastic design method of high rise steel frames under major earthquakes high rise steel moment frames designed to the current codes will, the examples of 20 storey steel and rc moment frames as presented in the paper showed that the method is especially advantageous for tall frames where cumbersome and lengthy iterative design work in current practice can be completely eliminated while leading to excellent performance as targeted, steel frame is a building technique with a skeleton frame of vertical steel columns and horizontal i beams constructed in a rectangular grid to support the floors roof and walls of a building which are all attached to the frame the development of this technique made the construction of the skyscraper possible, have however resulted in a greater interest for the construction of high rise buildings when designing high rise buildings challenges are faced which often can be disregarded when designing lower buildings in this dissertation a methodology which can be used in the preliminary design process of high rise buildings is developed, requirements in high rise construction are complex and demand expertise far beyond standard formwork applications where crane time and availability is limited site space is cramped and work flow is tight it is the intelligent solution that makes the difference how you work is what determines success not just with what you work, under major earthquakes high rise steel moment frames designed according to the current codes will experience an inelastic deformation which is difficult to predict and control according to the principle of work energy balance a performance based plastic design pbpd methodology is put forward for the design of high rise steel frames in this study, suggested method of correction rigid frame columns are laid in position for raising rafters are stocked for sub assembly and easily accessible for setting the steel are placed to the outside of the work area and properly stored and protected from weather, fleischer walter h 1974 simplified seismic drift analysis of high rise steel frames engineering journal american institute of steel construction vol 11 pp 53 64 after a simplified method for estimating motion amplitudes of high rise steel frames under wind forces had been published in this periodical about two years ago the question invited itself if the general approach used, products of cic research to middle and high rise buildings constructed using the pc precast concrete method cic activities focused on the development of a framework comprised of a family of products that share information for centering around 15 storied steel frame reinforced concrete src buildings constructed using the hpc method, construction
early steel frame high rises while these prodigious structures were the centre of attention a new and more significant technology was developing the steel framed high rise building it began in chicago a city whose central business district was growing rapidly the pressure of land values in the early 1880s led owners to demand taller buildings, reinforced concrete construction is by far the most popular method of constructing high rise buildings in australia today over eighty percent of tall buildings those over twenty stories are constructed in this way reinforced concrete framing systems have been proven to be the most economical form of construction for medium to high rise buildings in australia, the high rise floor void serves as a climbing passage for the cool air taken in from the 37th floor outrigger and has a role of expanding the stance of the high rise in a lateral direction fig 1 frame model 1 steel construction today tomorrow april 2015 prize winners kiyokaki hirakawa takenaka corporation and four other companies, multi storey buildings i version ii 37 page 90 of the new multi storeyed buildings in london are built of steel or steel composite framed construction buildings in the100 storey range are invariably erected with steel or steel concrete composites in the west a look at world class high rise steel framed, construction methodology of tubed mega frame structures in high rise buildings tobias dahlin and magnus yngvesson royal institute of technology stockholm sweden trita bkn examensARBete 423 betongBYggnad 2014 issn kth bkn ex 423 se master thesis in concrete structures, reducing time in the construction of high rise buildings by maria isabel acuna bachelor of science in civil engineering monterrey institute of technology n l mex submitted to the department of civil and environmental engineering in partial fulfillment of the degree of master of engineering in civil and environmental engineering at the, a case study based on the remy project in richmond bc 2 environmentally preferable alternative to concrete and steel 4 mid rise design and construction in detail while the outward appearance of light frame wood residential using the platform frame method in which each floor is constructed

Conceptual design and design examples for multi storey
April 27th, 2019 - concrete frame • Refurbishment of a building constructed in the 1960’s to create large open spaces for a high quality office building in one of the most prestigious districts in Paris • The project involved preservation of the existing façades of the building which imposed a constraint on the method of building

Construction Services Shimizu Corporation Singapore
April 5th, 2019 - The SMART System automates all weather construction processes at high rise steel frame buildings Now Shimizu is applying this technology in reinforced concrete structures too High grade prefabricated elements produced at an on site plant are transported using separate systems for vertical and horizontal movement to ensure maximum transport

Structural Design of an Ultra High rise Building
April 19th, 2019 - ultra high strength concrete with specified strength Fc150N mm2 and ultra high strength steel material with tensile strength of 780N mm2 Sato et al 2009 Morita et al 2009 In this paper we describe structural design that applies ultra high strength CFT columns to an ultra high rise building

Method Statement for the construction of the new Bexhill
April 12th, 2019 - Method Statement for the construction of the new Bexhill Ready Mix Concrete trucks PC floor units structural steel etc all of
Detailed method statements will be required for these operations and of course we will share that information with all relevant parties in a collaborative way. The construction traffic will be at its busiest.

**Construction Technology for High Rise Buildings in Hong Kong**
April 28th, 2019 - Construction Technology for High Rise Buildings in Hong Kong A dissertation submitted by Construction technology for High Rise Buildings in Hong Kong. This project seeks to investigate and summarize the construction technology and construction method in Hong Kong High Rise Building. It also discusses the difficulties during construction.

**Construction of Steel Structure Foundations Columns**
October 4th, 2017 - Construction of Steel Frame Structure Foundation. Steel framed structure construction begins with the construction of its foundation. Generally the types of foundation required for the given structure is based on the soil bearing capacity. Soil investigation including surface and subsurface exploration is used to assess the condition of soil.

**Field Monitoring of Column Shortenings in a High Rise**
January 10th, 2017 - 2 WSN for Monitoring of Column Shortening in High Rise Buildings. The wireless sensor network system for field monitoring of vertical shortenings of columns and walls in a high rise building is presented in Figure 2. The system comprises a WSN installed within the building as well as a server that stores and manages in real-time the transmitted data.

**Low rise commercial institutional and industrial buildings**
April 28th, 2019 - Construction. Low rise commercial institutional and industrial buildings. The size of buildings in the commercial institutional and industrial market segment ranges from a few hundred to as much as 45,000 square metres 500,000 square feet. All of these buildings have public access and exit requirements although their populations may differ considerably in density.

**Risk Assessment and Method Statement for Installation of**
April 25th, 2019 - Risk Assessment and Method Statement for Installation of Boardwalk in Dublin City Center. Risk Assessment and Method Statement for Installation of Boardwalk in Dublin City Center. 24 Conclusion. This assignment increased the general knowledge about the process of preparation health and safety risk assessment and method statement for the.

**GUIDELINES FOR THE CIVIL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY**
April 27th, 2019 - If you are new to the civil construction industry you may hear people talking about or asking you for a Construction Safety Plan. Traffic Management Plans. Risk Assessments. Job Safety Analysis JSA and Work Method Statements WMS. In the following section we will be walking you through what this construction safety jargon is all about.
CN1804254A Beam column connecting joint structure for
April 15th, 2019 - The invention discloses a method of constructing the connection point of high hinge steel frame beam and relative connection method Wherein connecting angle steel 3 and 4 individually on the frame post 2 and frame beam 1 via welding and the frame beam 1 is connected to the angle steel 3 and 4 via mounting bolt 5

SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF HIGH RISE STEEL FRAME BUILDING WITH A
April 22nd, 2019 - Keywords Time history analysis high rise steel building bracing pattern 1 INTRODUCTION Seismic Analysis is a subset of structural analysis and is the calculation of the response of a structure to earthquakes Nowadays High Rise Steel frame building is well establishing in metro cities For

SCHEDULING FOR HIGH RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION USING
April 29th, 2019 - for timber and steel form respectively Steel formwork systems are prevailing in high rise building construction because of their durability good concrete finish and environmental sustainability However they are expensive unless the formwork system is designed to yield a high number of re use

The construction of Super High rise Composite Structures
April 19th, 2019 - Quite a number of Super High rise buildings have been built in the recent years in Hong Kong Majority of these buildings are in the form of composite structure that is they are built using reinforced concrete as the core and structural steel as the outer embracing frame

Specialist costs Concrete frames Features Building
April 28th, 2019 - Steel supply prices at the end of 2003 were about £250 per tonne in the past six months they have risen to £375 per tonne and by the end of 2004 the cost of reinforcement steel is predicted to rise to £450 per tonne – if current cost increases maintain their upward trend Cost increases are due to the high demand for scrap steel

Health and safety SteelConstruction info
April 27th, 2019 - Whilst concerns for health and safety are as important in the fabrication works and steel mill as they are on site D High rise buildings offices etc over 15 storeys E Large span portals over 30m Method statement development

Core first construction technique cuts costs saves time
December 27th, 2014 - When Plaza Construction first introduced the concept of core first in managing the construction of a major office building the procedure of pouring concrete prior to erecting a steel frame had Core first construction technique cuts costs saves time on NYC high rise project Building Design Construction

High Rise Building Project Execution Plan
April 27th, 2019 - This Project Execution Plan details how a high rise building is constructed and how the construction progress quality safety
and environmental issues are monitored and controlled Can be used

**HANDBOOK INSTALLATION CURTAIN WALL CWCT**
April 27th, 2019 - Load bearing masonry is the traditional method of building low rise buildings without a structural frame. Masonry in medium and high rise construction is normally built as a non load bearing wall supported by the structural frame at floor levels. Windows and doors are fitted to holes left as the masonry walls are built.

**High rise structural systems SlideShare**
April 16th, 2019 - This ppt is all about the high rise structural systems and the methods of construction. Hope it will help you to get some information and knowledge as that would shatter at such height. Materials used for high rise buildings: concrete, steel, glass, cladding material, high aluminacement used for roofs and floors. Lifted panel systems are.

**High Rise Structures The Constructor**
April 28th, 2019 - The materials used for the structural system of high rise buildings are reinforced concrete and steel. Most American style skyscrapers have a steel frame while residential tower blocks are usually constructed out of concrete. High rise structures have certain features.

**Modern methods of construction MMC Concrete Centre**
April 27th, 2019 - Modern methods of construction MMC. The concrete industry embraces innovation and modern methods of construction MMC by offering concrete solutions which can be used to reduce construction time and promote sustainable development as well as offering cost savings.

**SPECIFICATIONS FOR ERECTION OF STRUCTURAL STEEL**
April 28th, 2019 - SPECIFICATIONS FOR ERECTION OF STRUCTURAL STEEL
1. **DESCRIPTION**
   A schedule and detailed plan clearly illustrating the method and sequence by which the Contractor proposes to unload and erect the structural steel girders. The girder erection procedure shall be 4 2 High Strength Bolts, Nuts and Washers.

**International Journal of High Rise Buildings**
April 24th, 2019 - Hiroyuki Tagawa et al. International Journal of High Rise Buildings. KG m3 of the slab is increased appropriately to include the weights of nonstructural components: safe guard system to protect shaking table and stair landings attached to the specimen. Table 2 lists the material properties of steel beam and.

**Steel Frame Structures Steel Framing Steel Structures**
April 28th, 2019 - Where steel frame structures are used. Steel construction is most often used in high rise buildings because of its strength, low weight and speed of construction which are then shipped to the site and simply bolted in place. This is the preferred method of steel construction as the bulk of the fabrication can be done in workshops with.
Overview and Application of Steel Materials for High Rise
April 23rd, 2019 - Overview and Application of Steel Materials for High Rise Buildings of the 550 N mm² class as a high tensile steel material excellent in the balance of economy, earthquake resistance and weldability. HBL385 was approved by the Minister of Land Infrastructure and Transport in 2002 earlier than any other equivalent in the industry.

STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF HIGH RISE BUILDINGS LTH
April 27th, 2019 - STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
Abstract: High rise buildings are exposed to both static and dynamic loads. Depending on the method used and how the structure is modelled in finite element software, the results can vary. Masonry to using steel frames with lighter masonry walls earlier buildings.

SECTION 5 Alternative Windows
April 21st, 2019 - SECTION 5 ALTERNATIVE WINDOWS LTD METHOD STATEMENT AND QUALITY PLAN FOR SURVEY AND INSTALLATION OF SURVEY METHOD STATEMENT
1. Important points: structural work 2. Matching appearance specifying new frame high rise or a particularly exposed area, a request should be made.

High rise building Wikipedia
April 29th, 2019 - A high rise building is a tall building as opposed to a low rise building and is defined by its height differently in various jurisdictions. It is used as a residential office building or other functions including hotel, retail or with multiple purposes combined. Residential high rise buildings are also known as tower blocks and may be referred to as MDUs standing for multi dwelling unit.

ERECITION METHOD STATEMENT Kirby
April 29th, 2019 - ERECTION METHOD STATEMENT rev01 Page 8 The individual job conditions: The sequence method of erection shall be studied and planned so that execution can be carried out in a safe, economical and efficient manner. There are certain erection practices which are in general use and have proven sound over the years.

CN101333825A High rise building frame supported
April 19th, 2019 - Disclosed is a construction method of the support frame steel concrete girder structure transfer floor for the high rise buildings which relates to the high rise building structural transferring technology. Reinforced plates are welded on a profiled steel girder column flange plate and a profiled steel column flange plate, a profiled steel column stirrup is machined to an open stirrup which.

Construction SteelConstruction info
April 28th, 2019 - Planning for Construction: To achieve the client’s aspirations on cost programme and quality planning for construction should start at the very beginning of the design process. Such planning should consider the construction sequence, the design factors that affect buildability and site practice in terms of typical erection plant.
REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME CONSTRUCTION
April 27th, 2019 - Reinforced Concrete Frame Construction 3 of the key features required for desirable seismic behavior of building structures. It can be defined as the ability of a material to stretch deforming significantly before failure.

Performance based plastic design method of high rise steel
April 27th, 2019 - Download Citation on ResearchGate. Performance based plastic design method of high rise steel frames. Under major earthquakes, high rise steel moment frames designed to the current codes will

Performance based plastic design PBPD method for
November 13th, 2018 - The examples of 20-storey steel and RC moment frames as presented in the paper showed that the method is especially advantageous for tall frames where cumbersome and lengthy iterative design work in current practice can be completely eliminated while leading to excellent performance as targeted.

Steel frame Wikipedia
April 26th, 2019 - Steel frame is a building technique with a skeleton frame of vertical steel columns and horizontal I beams constructed in a rectangular grid to support the floors, roof, and walls of a building which are all attached to the frame. The development of this technique made the construction of the skyscraper possible.

METHODOLOGY FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
April 24th, 2019 - have however resulted in a greater interest for the construction of high rise buildings. When designing high rise buildings, challenges are faced which often can be disregarded when designing lower buildings. In this dissertation, a methodology which can be used in the preliminary design process of high rise buildings is developed.

High Rise Construction meva international com
April 20th, 2019 - Requirements in high rise construction are complex and demand expertise far beyond standard formwork applications. Where crane time and availability is limited, site space is cramped, and work flow is tight, it is the intelligent solution that makes the difference. How you work is what determines success, not just with what you work.

Performance based plastic design method of high rise steel
April 23rd, 2019 - Under major earthquakes, high rise steel moment frames designed according to the current codes will experience an inelastic deformation which is difficult to predict and control. According to the principle of work energy balance, a performance based plastic design PBPD methodology is put forward for the design of high rise steel frames in this study.
Simplified Seismic Drift Analysis of High Rise Steel Frames
March 27th, 2019 - Fleischer Walter H 1974 Simplified Seismic Drift Analysis of High Rise Steel Frames Engineering Journal American Institute of Steel Construction Vol 11 pp 53 64 AFTER A SIMPLIFIED method for estimating motion amplitudes of high rise steel frames under wind forces had been published in this periodical1 about two years ago the question invited itself if the general approach used

CONSTRUCTION PLANNING SYSTEM FOR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS USING
April 20th, 2019 - products of CIC research to middle and high rise buildings constructed using the PC precast concrete method CIC activities focused on the development of a framework comprised of a family of products that share information for centering around 15 storied steel frame reinforced concrete SRC buildings constructed using the HPC method

Construction Early steel frame high rises Britannica com
April 28th, 2019 - Construction Early steel frame high rises While these prodigious structures were the centre of attention a new and more significant technology was developing the steel framed high rise building It began in Chicago a city whose central business district was growing rapidly The pressure of land values in the early 1880s led owners to demand taller buildings

EXPERTISE High Rise construction
April 28th, 2019 - Reinforced concrete construction is by far the most popular method of constructing high rise buildings in Australia today Over eighty percent of tall buildings those over twenty stories are constructed in this way Reinforced concrete framing systems have been proven to be the most economical form of construction for medium to high rise buildings in Australia

MULTI STOREY BUILDINGS I Steel INSDAG
April 28th, 2019 - MULTI STOREY BUILDINGS I Version II 37 PAGE 90 of the new multi storeyed buildings in London are built of steel or steel composite framed construction Buildings in the100 storey range are invariably erected with steel or steel concrete composites in the West A
look at world class high rise steel framed

Construction Methodology of Tubed Mega Frame Structures in
July 22nd, 2017 - Construction Methodology of Tubed Mega Frame Structures in High rise Buildings Tobias Dahlin and Magnus Yngvesson Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm Sweden TRITA BKN Examensarbete 423 Betongbyggnad 2014 ISSN 1103 4297 ISRN KTH BKN EX 423 SE Master Thesis in Concrete Structures

Reducing Time in the Construction of High Rise Buildings
April 13th, 2019 - Reducing Time in the Construction of High Rise Buildings By MARIA ISABEL ACUNA Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Monterrey Institute of Technology N L MEX Submitted to the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering in Partial fulfillment of the Degree of Master of Engineering in Civil and Environmental Engineering at the

A Case study Based on the ReMy PROjeCT in RiChMond BC
April 23rd, 2019 - A Case study Based on the ReMy PROjeCT in RiChMond BC 2 environmentally preferable alternative to concrete and steel 4 Mid Rise design And ConstRuCTion in detAil While the outward appearance of light frame wood residential using the platform frame method in which each floor is constructed
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